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Abstract
In the current protocol, we explain how to perform label-free mass spectrometry \(MS)-based analysis of gene
expression and proteins. We coupled Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization \(MALDI) Time of �ight \(TOF)
with cell-free in vitro transcription and translation \(IVTT) technologies, namely Nucleic Acid Protein Programmable
Array \(NAPPA) and SNAP techniques. Data analysis is performed by the usage of SpADS, an R package that takes
advantage of simple data mining algorithms. The SpADS package is freely available at
"http://www.ibf.unige.it/SpADS":http://www.ibf.unige.it/SpADS

Introduction
Label-free Mass Spectrometry \(MS) makes use of novel methods and approaches that aim to recognize and, if
possible, to determine the relative amount of proteins in two or more biological samples. Unlike other proteomics
methods, label-free methods do not label the proteins. In our published articles \(1-8), we have coupled MS with
label-free technologies such as Nucleic Acid Protein Programmable Arrays \(NAPPA) and SNAP tag. New England
Biolabs has indeed produced a series of alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferases that react speci�cally and rapidly with
benzylguanine \(BG) derivatives, leading to irreversible covalent labeling of the SNAP tag. SNAP tag has a number
of features that make it ideal for a variety of applications in protein tagging; in particular, its substrates are
chemically inert towards other proteins, thus avoiding nonspeci�c tagging in cellular applications, as well as for
other biomolecular tasks. Moreover, also the chemistry and the printing of the NAPPA have been improved. The last
goal of our research is to develop a standardized analysis procedure, able to analyze the protein-protein
interactions occurred on NAPPA array \(or other similar arrays) in a label-free manner. To this aim, we employed a
Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization \(MALDI) Time of �ight \(TOF) MS for NAPPA analysis. MALDI
technique, in fact, allows to analyze protein samples co-crystallized with the matrix on a conductive surface; for
this reason, NAPPA was performed on a standard microscope glass covered with a thin layer of gold. After the
NAPPA expression, the proteins immobilized on the array surface were trypsin digested and immediately after
analyzed by MALDI-TOF MS, without needing to be removed from the array surface. For MS analysis, the array
printing was realized in a special geometry getting protein samples with higher density, in order to obtain an
amount of protein appropriate for MS analysis. The spots of 300 microns were printed in 12 boxes of 10×10 \
(spaced of 350 microns, center to center). The spots in a box were of the same gene, and in particular one box a
piece was reserved to the sample genes, two boxes were printed with master mix \(MM) as negative control and
reference samples, and six boxes were printed with the sample genes in an order blinded to the MS user. This was
done to check if our approach was able to recognize the unknown expressed genes. Due to the background noise
introduced in the signal by master mix and E. Coli lysate, spectral subtraction is needed for the analysis of the
signals acquired by MS. To this goal, an ad-hoc software package was developed \(1). In this latter we
implemented K-means clustering beyond spectra preprocessing functions. This approach proved to be useful to
overcome the troubles related to peak deletion, due to preprocessing or subtraction of spectra.

Reagents
- Argon, - cysteamine 2mM, - ethanol, - HeLa lysate mix \(1-Step Human Coupled IVTT Kit, Thermo Fisher Scienti�c
Inc.), - NucleoPrepII anion exchange resin \(Macherey Nagel), - NAPPA printing mix \(1.4 μg/ul DNA, 3.75 μg/ul
BSA, Sigma-Aldrich; 5 mM BS3, Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA; 66.5 μg polyclonal capture GST antibody, GE
Healthcares), - PBS, - SNAP tag.
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Equipment
- MALDI-TOF Ultra�ex III \(Bruker Daltonics, Leipzig, Germany), - SpaDs package: freely available at
http://www.ibf.unige.it/SpADS

Procedure
- Prepare the NAPPA/SNAP samples. Construction of SNAP Genes Nanoarrays can be performed using gold
surface coated for 10 minutes with 2% solution of 3- Aminopropyltriethoxysilane – APTES – \(Pierce, Rockford, IL,
USA) in acetone, rinsed in acetone and dried with �ltered air. Full length complementary DNAs \(cDNAs) can be
purchased from DNASU Central Plasmid Repository located in the Biodesign Institute, Arizona State University \
(ASU), USA \(https://dnasu.org/DNASU/Home.do) or from Open Biosystem, Thermo Scienti�c. cDNAs were
ampli�ed and cloned into NdeI and XhoI sites in pCOATexp SNAPf vector, a derivative of pCOATexp and pSNAPf \
(further details can be found at https://www.neb.com/products/n9183-psnapf-vector#tabselect0). Printing mix
was prepared with 0.66 µg/µl DNA \[bovine serum albumin, BSA, bound], capture reagent: BG-PEG-NH2 \(an amine-
terminated building block for the one-step synthesis of SNAP-tag substrates from NHS esters or other activated
carboxyl esters on labels or surfaces, https://www.neb.com/products/s9150-bg-peg-nh2), ranging from 80 to 800
ng/μl \[sBS3 bound], - digest with trypsin the synthesized protein\(s) on the NAPPA/SNAP slides for MS analysis, -
at the end of the digestion, let the solvent evaporate at room temperature, - store the slides at 4°C for subsequent
MALDI-TOF MS analysis, - perform the MALDI-TOF measures in re�ectron mode; the resulting mass accuracy for
protein should be < 50 ppm, - acquire the MALDI TOF mass spectra with a pulsed nitrogen laser \(337 nm) in
positive ion mode, - for each sample acquire at least 8 spectra and average them, - process the acquired averaged
MS spectra with SpaDs software: 1. SpADS has to be feeded with data in the ASCII format 2. After the invocation
of SpADS, build a new dataset by providing label and path to every single spectrum, along with a binning window.
A typical value is of 1000, 3. Provide the set of non-mandatory parameters, like a threshold, a region of interest \
(ROI) and a �lepath containing the noise spectrum. This latter has to be in ASCII format, too, 4. Once the dataset is
created, SpADS will start automatically the K-means clustering. Conversion of data into percentage can save time.
Select the most appropriate solution provided by SpADS. Figure 3 shows the cluster assignement of an ensemble
of 56 proteins by using a binning window of 1000, a threshold of the 10%, a ROI of 1000/1200 and Z-scored data.
For further details please refer to \(6).

Anticipated Results
We have recently developed a new MS bioinformatics procedure here reported for the �rst time. Instead of using a
statistical approach, we started from all the components of the PURE mixture. All the hundred proteins of
PureExpress mixture have been indeed plotted against the peaks experimentally obtained of background acquired
with our Mass Spectrometer. The biophysical unit is m/z ratio \(of PureExpress along x axis and of background
experimentally acquired along y axis). All the peaks have been accordingly normalized, assuming constant
equimolar ratios \(1:1:1:… for all the components), or, in other words, assuming that intensity of the peaks \(relative
abundance) is equal for all the components. Observing this scatterplot, an exceptional alignment of both
components \(peaks of PureExpress and those experimentally acquired) emerges. It can be anticipated from this
scatterplot that, knowing the real, exact molar ratios, the signal would be more or less perfectly subtracted.. This
approach is different from the clustering approach in that is more effective, less complex and can be routinely used
also in clinical contexts.
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Figure 1

Mass Spectrometry NAPPA versus SNAP arrays
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Figure 2

Mass Spectrometry of Snap-Nappa Arrays of p53 versus CdK2 genes expressed using PURE Escherichia Coli
system.

Figure 3

Cluster assignment for each known protein sample on a specimen of 56 spectra as done in (6)


